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“Products such as seaweed and umami-flavoured powder
offer ways to keep consumer spend in the seasonings
category even if they cut back on salt usage.”
– Richard Ford, Senior Food and Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

New and niche products offer ways for operators to appeal to those concerned about salt
intake
Operators must further educate consumers about the versatility of dish-specific table
sauces to stem falling sales
Packaging design can offer standout for seasonings brands
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The table sauces, condiments and seasonings category enjoys high penetration thanks to the wide
range of products and the versatility of their uses.
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In table sauces, continuing to drive awareness of non-traditional uses and dish pairings remains key to
growing usage. Exploring niche products such as fruit vinegars should add value to the segment.
Although seasonings are a long-established category, several areas of NPD (New Product Development)
hold promising potential for growing usage and for tackling industry issues such as negative media
coverage of salt consumption. These include sweet spice blends and salt alternatives, such as seaweed.
Packaging, too, can play a part, given the high awareness amongst users of how light can damage the
quality of spices.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Figure 33: Leading manufacturers’ sales and shares in the UK retail pickles, chutney and relish market, by value and volume, 2012/13
and 2013/14
Own-label accounts for two thirds of the seasonings segment
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Health not a major issue for table sauces
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The Consumer – Usage of Seasonings
Key points
Salt and pepper remain the seasonings used by most
Figure 43: Usage of seasonings, by type, September 2014
More than one in 10 use flavour pots
Fresh herbs used by only two in five consumers
Usage of salt alternatives remains low despite media attention
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Over half interested in unusual varieties of fresh herbs
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Packaging innovation high on users’ radars
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High awareness of light-damaging quality of herbs
Wider-neck pots would appeal
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